Frequency-Resolved Nonlinear Turbulent Energy Transfer into Zonal Flows in Strongly Heated L-Mode Plasmas in the HL-2A Tokamak
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The absolute rate of nonlinear energy transfer among broadband turbulence, low-frequency zonal flows (ZFs) and geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) was measured for the first time in fusion-grade plasmas using two independent methods across a range of heating powers. The results show that turbulent kinetic energy from intermediate frequencies (20–80 kHz) was transferred into ZFs and GAMs, as well as into fluctuations at higher frequencies (> 80 kHz). As the heating power was increased, the energy transfer from turbulence into GAMs and the GAM amplitudes increased, peaked and then decreased, while the energy transfer into the ZFs and the ZFs themselves increased monotonically with heating power. Thus there exists a competition between ZFs and GAMs for the transfer of turbulent energy, and the transfer into ZFs becomes dominant as the heating power is increased. The poloidal-radial Reynolds stress and the mean radial electric field profiles were also measured at different heating powers and found to be consistent with the energy transfer measurement. The results suggest that ZFs play an important role in the low-to-high (L-H) plasma confinement transition.
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Zonal flows are widely observed in nature, such as the Jovian belts and zones, the terrestrial atmospheric jet stream, in the differential rotation of the sun, and in the laboratory in low temperature linear plasma devices, rotating neutral fluids and tokamak fusion devices. They coexist with and are nonlinearly excited by small-scaled turbulent fluctuations [1–3] and are thought to play a key role in determining the rate of turbulent mixing in confined plasmas and other systems. The question of how large-scale zonal flows self-organize from a background of small-scale fluctuations is thus a fundamental issue in both magnetic fusion and astrophysics research. Moreover, because zonal flows are a general phenomenon, a deeper understanding of the zonal flow-turbulence system, and of the competition and spatial structure selection process occurring between low-frequency zonal flows (ZFs) and geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs), naturally leads to a deeper understanding of self-organization processes in many systems of scientific interest.

In fusion plasmas the importance of spontaneously generated large-scale sheared flows such as ZFs and GAMs has long been recognized since they can regulate the turbulent transport via a multiscale fluctuations interaction process [4,5]. Substantial experimental evidences have led to a general acceptance of the roles that ZFs and GAMs play in regulating core plasma transport [1,6–8]. Furthermore, recent work in several tokamak devices [9–14] suggests that time-varying sheared zonal flows may play an important role in the low-to-high (L-H) confinement transition. As a result, the physics of turbulence-ZF interactions in strongly heated L-mode plasmas which are approaching the H-mode transition threshold is of particular importance.

In this Letter, we report the first systematic experimental study of the turbulent Reynolds stress and nonlinear energy transfer rate at the plasma boundary as the heating power approaches the L-H transition threshold. In particular, we provide the first experimentally measured frequency-resolved energy transfer rates between turbulence and zonal flows in fusion plasmas using a newly developed multifield cross-bispectral method [15]. Although bispectral analysis has been used to evaluate the nonlinear coupling strength before [16,17], the previously reported quantities are normalized bispectra, i.e., the bicoherence, which can only tell that turbulence and zonal flows are phase-correlated [18,19], leaving the critical questions of energy transfer rate and direction unanswered. In addition, in earlier work on tokamak devices the energy transfer was measured using a single field turbulence model [20], which is problematic in the edge of tokamak plasmas since the density and potential are significantly decorrelated and thus exhibit different dynamics. In those cases where multifield approaches
were used. The work was conducted on small laboratory plasmas [21–26]. Previous time-domain estimates of the turbulence production term [18,19,26] in confinement experiments gives the energy transfer rate in real units, but this approach does not allow a determination of which frequencies lose energy and which frequencies receive energy. Here we compute the energy transfer rates using both frequency-resolved bispectra and time-domain methods, and find the results to be consistent. Furthermore we then use these approaches to make the first systematic study of the evolution of the nonlinear coupling of turbulence to ZFs and GAMs as the $L$-$H$ transition is approached. The results show that turbulent fluctuations drive both ZFs and GAMs through nonlinear interactions; i.e., these large-scale shear flows are amplified by the transfer of kinetic energy and momentum out of the ambient drift wave spectrum [1,27,28]. The ZFs and GAMs compete with each other for the transfer of turbulent energy, and the transfer of turbulent energy into ZFs begins to dominate as the plasma auxiliary heating begins to dominate the total heat input to the plasma. This observed branching phenomenon is consistent with a newly proposed shear mode competition model [29]. If these trends continue to the $L$-$H$ power threshold, the results suggest that ZFs would play an important role in the $L$-$H$ plasma confinement transition.

The experiments were carried on the HL-2A tokamak [30–32] which has a major radius of $1.65$ m and a minor radius of $0.4$ m. It is equipped with 2 MW electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) at $68$ GHz, 1 MW lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) at $2.45$ GHz, and 1.5 MW neutral beam injection (NBI). For these experiments up to $\sim 700$ kW of ECRH power was used. At the typical discharge conditions for this experiment ($B = 1.35$ T, ECRH up to $730$ kW, $I_p \sim 150$ kA with a loop voltage of about 1 Volt, giving an Ohmic heating of 150 kW) the chord averaged density measured by an HCN laser interferometer is about $1–2 \times 10^{19}/m^3$, and the edge plasma safety factor is about 4.3. To make the required edge plasma measurements, a multi-tipped probe array was inserted into the plasma to measure time-averaged profiles and fluctuations. The Langmuir probe array is composed of two symmetric $3 \times 4$ probe arrays (21 tips total), with one $3 \times 4$ array (3 tips along the poloidal direction and 4 in the radial direction) facing in the same direction as the plasma current, $I_p$, while the other faces the counter $I_p$ direction. With this symmetry a comparison between these two arrays facing the co- and countercurrent directions can be done to estimate shadowing effects on the fluctuation measurements. With a proper setup, this probe array can simultaneously measure plasma density, potential, temperature, Reynolds stress, particle flux, and vorticity flux, etc. The distance between two adjacent probe tips is 5 mm in the poloidal direction and 2.5 mm in the radial direction, which makes the $3 \times 4$ array smaller than a typical turbulent eddy in both poloidal and radial directions (in HL-2A tokamak edge plasma the typical turbulent correlation length in the poloidal direction is bigger than 3 cm and in the radial direction is $\sim 1.0–1.5$ cm [32]).

Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show equilibrium profiles of plasma density and electron temperature. As the heating increases from purely Ohmic heating to Ohmic + ECRH heating, the plasma density profile is unchanged [Fig. 1(a)] while the electron temperature [Fig. 1(b)] increases by 30%–80% from Ohmic (black diamonds) to 730 kW ECRH heating (red squares) within the last close flux surface (LCFS). The plasma space potential was estimated using $\phi_{\text{plasma}} = \phi_{\text{float}} + \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( \frac{m_e}{2 \pi m_i Z^2 e^2} \right) T_e + T_i$ where $\phi_{\text{plasma}}$ is the plasma potential, $\phi_{\text{float}}$ is the floating potential, $m_i/m_e$ is the ion-electron mass ratio, $T_e$ and $T_i$ are the electron and ion temperature, respectively, $Z$ is the ion charge state [33]. The radial electric field, shown in Fig. 1(c), was inferred from the gradient of the plasma space potential using a time average with 2 ms time window. Figure 1(d) shows the plasma fluctuation velocity in the poloidal direction, which was inferred using time-delay estimation (TDE) from poloidally separated tips [34]. It shows that the fluctuations propagate in the electron diamagnetic direction inside the LCFS and in the ion diamagnetic direction outside the LCFS, consistent with similar observations in many other confinement experiments. Here the flow reversal position was used as a reference to identify the LCFS position. The flow velocity estimated by TDE is about 30% larger than the mean $E \times B$ velocity obtained from mean Er shown in Fig. 1(c), and is thought to be a combination of fluid $E \times B$ and the turbulence phase velocity, again consistent with earlier results. The difference in the combined poloidal velocities for different heating powers, shown in Fig. 1(d), is not as pronounced as in Fig. 1(c).
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**FIG. 1 (color online).** Profiles at different ECRH heating power. Black diamond is pure Ohmic plasma, blue triangle is for 380 kW ECRH, and red square is for 730 kW ECRH. The $x$ axis is the radial position corresponding to $r - r_{\text{sep}}$. (a) Time-averaged density measured by the probe array. (b) Electron temperature. (c) Estimated mean electric field. (d) Poloidal velocity calculated using two-point time-delay estimation. (e) Turbulent Reynolds stress, and (f) the inferred energy transfer.
Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show the autospectra of potential and perpendicular fluctuations $x ( \nabla \cdot B )^2$ respectively at different ECRH powers at a position $r \sim 2.5 \text{ cm}$ inside the LCFS. Both figures show clearly separated low frequency ZFs (for frequency $f < 1-2 \text{ kHz}$), GAMs (centered at $f \sim 10 \text{ kHz}$), and turbulence regions with $f > 15 \text{ kHz}$, consistent with earlier results from this device [30–32,35,36]. A pronounced feature is that the power associated with ZFs increased by a factor of more than 100 when the ECRH power was increased from 0 to 730 kW. This is a clear indication that much stronger ZFs developed as the plasma heating was increased. As shown in Fig. 1(e), there is a large negative gradient of Reynolds stress that exists in between $r \sim 2 \text{ cm}$ to LCFS, which shows that there is a concentration of positive turbulent angular momentum within this region due to turbulent transport [4]. Here “positive” corresponds to the electron diamagnetic direction. The position of this negative gradient coincides with a large positive poloidal $E \times B$ flow and fluctuation propagation as is shown in Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), consistent with the accumulation of positive turbulent momentum in this region. Also note that the gradient of Reynolds stress within the region from $r - r_{\text{pol}} = -2 \text{ cm}$ out to the LCFS increased by a factor of 4–5 as the ECRH heating increased from 0 to 730 kW [indicated by the black diamonds and red squares in Fig. 1(e)]. Since the Reynolds force is expressed as $F_{\text{pol}} = m_{\text{plasma}} \frac{\partial \vec{u}_r}{\partial r} = - \frac{\partial \vec{u}_r}{\partial r} (\nabla \times \vec{u}_r) \cdot \vec{B}$ [4], the Reynolds force exerted on the mean flow was also increased and therefore should lead to a larger mean $E \times B$ velocity consistent with the estimated mean $E \times B$ flow in Fig. 1(c). The negative radial electric field inside the LCFS [$r = -2 \text{ cm}$ in Fig. 1(c)] was more than doubled as the power was increased, indicating that a stronger mean $E \times B$ flow was developed as the heating power ramped up. The decorrelation rate due to mean shear can be estimated as $| \omega_{\text{shear}} | = \left| \frac{\partial (\vec{u}_r \cdot \vec{B})}{\partial r} \right| \sim 3 \times 10^5 \text{ Hz}$ for $P_{\text{ECH}} = 730 \text{ kW}$ using the poloidal $E \times B$ velocity estimated from electric field profiles shown in Fig. 1(e), and the eddy rotation rate can also be estimated as $\omega_{\text{eddy}} = \tau_{\text{eddy}}^{-1} = \frac{\Phi_j}{L_{\text{pol}}} = 0.4-1.2 \times 10^5 \text{ Hz}$ [24]. Here $B$ is the toroidal field $\sim 1.35 \text{ Tesla}$, and $| \Phi_j |$ is the floating potential fluctuation amplitude and is typically $| \Phi_j | \sim 30-50 \text{ V}$ for a 730 kW discharge. The turbulent eddy sizes in the radial direction $L_r \sim 1 \text{ cm}$ and in the poloidal direction $L_{\text{pol}} \sim 3-5 \text{ cm}$ were used [32]. Therefore we find that the turbulent stress is acting to reinforce the shear flow inside the LCFS, this effect becomes more pronounced at higher heating powers, and for the highest heating power used here, we have $| \omega_{\text{shear}} | > \omega_{\text{eddy}}$, showing that at least at 730 kW of ECRH heating the mean shear becomes strong enough to affect the turbulence dynamics via the usual shear decorrelation mechanism.

The mean velocity and Reynolds stress profiles were used to estimate the energy transfer between mean flow and turbulence in the time domain [18,19,26] to compare with the frequency-domain measurements presented below. The energy transfer between mean flow and fluctuations could be estimated as $P = - \frac{1}{2} \left( \overline{u_r \phi} \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial r} \right)$. Here the averaging time window is determined from previous frequency-resolved measurements which have isolated the ZFs, GAMs and turbulent fluctuations [32]. Since in normal fluids with 3-D dynamics, $P$ corresponds to a turbulent Reynolds stress working against mean flow to generate fluctuations, it is also called the turbulence production rate. When $P$ is negative, it means that net energy is transferred from the turbulence into mean flow. When calculating the time average $\langle \ldots \rangle$, a two-millisecond window was used and turbulent fluctuations are computed by applying a high pass ($> 20 \text{ kHz}$) digital filter to measured data. As the time average serves as a low-pass filter, here mean flow actually refers to the flows with fluctuation frequencies below a few hundred Hz and the energy transfer rate inferred is actually the energy exchange between turbulence (with $f > 20 \text{ kHz}$) and such mean flows. Figure 1(f), shows the turbulent production term, $P$, inferred from the Reynolds stress and mean sheared velocity profiles. The results show that for all heating powers in the region between $-2 \text{ cm}$ to $2 \text{ cm}$ we find that $P < 0$, meaning that in this region net energy is transferred from turbulent fluctuations into low-frequency flows. Furthermore, at $r - r_{\text{sep}} \sim -2 \text{ cm}$, as the heating power was increased, the production term $P$ increased from almost zero for Ohmic plasma to $\sim 1 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}^3$ for 380 kW, and then to $-3 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^2/\text{s}^3$ for 730 kW heating power, as indicated in Fig. 1(f) by the black, blue, and red colors.

To gain a clearer understanding of this behavior, we next examine the associated nonlinear energy transfer in the frequency domain. The 2D frequency-resolved nonlinear energy transfer [23] for Ohmic and 530 kW ECRH discharges are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) respectively, which were computed from more than 300 ensembles of time-stationary data taken roughly at $r - r_{\text{sep}} = -2.5 \text{ cm}$. A positive value (red or yellow) at $(f, f_1)$ means that the
frequency $f$ associated with perpendicular velocity fluctuation (x-axis) gains energy and a negative value (blue) means that perpendicular velocity fluctuation at frequency $f$ loses energy. With the help of the 2D $f$-$f_1$ energy transfer in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), we conclude that the ZFs' and GAMs' nonlinear energy gain mostly comes from the interactions with turbulent frequencies ranging between 20–80 kHz and the energy transfer rate into the shear flows increases substantially as the heating power is increased.

The net frequency-resolved nonlinear energy transfer, shown in Fig. 2(c), can be obtained by integrating the 2D $f$-$f_1$ energy transfer over $f_1$. Alternatively, recognizing that this can also be recast as a cross-spectrum $T_v(f) = -\text{Re} \sum_{f_1} \langle \tilde{v}_{\perp f_1} \cdot (\tilde{v}_{\perp f_1} \cdot \nabla_\perp \tilde{v}_{\perp f_1}) \rangle = -\text{Re}(F(\tilde{v}_\perp^*) \cdot F(\tilde{v}_\perp \cdot \nabla_\perp \tilde{v}_\perp))$, where $^*$ indicates the Fourier transform and $''*$ means the complex conjugate, we can also compute the net frequency-resolved energy transfer from a synthesized time-series computed from measured data. The results [see Fig. 2(c)] and the corresponding 2D $f$-$f_1$ energy transfer rates (not shown for 260 kW and 380 kW in this Letter due to space constraints) show that the turbulent fluctuations with frequencies from 20 to 80 kHz lose energy to both ZFs and GAMs. When the ECRH power was increased from 0 to 260 kW and then to 380 kW as indicated by the black, blue, and green lines, respectively, the energy transfer to GAMs nearly tripled, but then when the heating power was increased further the energy transfer to GAMs began to decrease rapidly. However the energy transfer from turbulence to low-frequency ZFs monotonically increased as the ECRH power was increased up to 530 kW.

By normalizing the energy transfer rate using the perpendicular velocity autopower, shown in Fig. 2(b), we can find the frequency-resolved effective growth rate, $\gamma_{NL}(f) = T_v(f)/\tilde{v}_\perp^2(f)$ due to energy transfer, shown in Fig. 2(d). For the turbulence frequency region that peaks at 30–40 kHz, the effective damping rate of turbulence due to the nonlinear energy transfer into ZFs and GAMs is $\gamma_{NL} = -5 \times 10^4$ Hz, which is $\gamma_{NL} = 0.3-1 \times \omega_{\text{eddy}}$ and $\gamma_{NL} = 0.2\omega_{\text{shear}}$, indicating that the energy transfer is beginning to become comparable to other critical turbulence rates, and thus is beginning to be large enough to affect the turbulence saturation level and the turbulence dynamics. It is also clear that there is a competition between ZFs and GAMs in extracting energy from turbulence, and at the highest heating power the transfer rate into ZFs approaches that of the GAMs. If the energy transfer into the ZFs continues to grow as the heating power is increased further and begins to approach the $L$-$H$ transition power threshold, which is strongly suggested by the data here, then the ZFs should play a leading role for causing the $L$-$H$ confinement mode transition. Recently a novel model including the multiple shearing features with two predators (ZFs and GAMs) and one prey (turbulence) was proposed [29] which could be used to explain this competition between GAMs and ZFs for turbulent energy. The frequency resolution of the power spectra in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is higher than that of the energy transfer curves in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) since bispectra converge slower than autospectra and we therefore used a narrower window for the bispectral calculation in order to have sufficient ensembles. For the discharge with 730 kW of ECRH, the probe was overheated within 20–30 ms and thus the data sequences are not long enough for the bispectra to converge; therefore the corresponding curves are not shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). We also note that although most of the turbulent kinetic energy is transferred to the large-scale shear flows, the turbulent energy with intermediate frequencies is also nonlinearly transferred to fluctuations with higher frequencies (> 80 kHz), as is shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). This is consistent with the observed spectral broadening of 2D turbulence [37].
To give an impression of how fast energy can be pumped out from turbulence due to the energy transfer, we normalized the total energy transferred into ZFs and GAMs within a turbulence characteristic time $\tau_c$ by the total turbulent fluctuation energy, i.e., $T_v^{ZF} \tau_c/\langle \dot{u}_v^2 \rangle$ and $T_v^{GAM} \tau_c/\langle \dot{u}_v^2 \rangle$.

The results are shown in Fig. 4. Here since the turbulence spectra peak roughly at 40 kHz for all heating power [see Fig. 2(a)], we estimated $\tau_c = 1/0.1 H = 25\, \mu s$. $T_v^{ZF}$ and $T_v^{GAM}$ were estimated by integrating Fig. 2(c) over 0–5 kHz and 8–12 kHz, respectively. Values for estimating $\langle \dot{u}_v^2 \rangle$ were taken from Fig. 2(b), and the energy transfer for 730 kW came from Fig. 1(f). We can see in Fig. 4 that the energy transfer into ZFs monotonically increases as the heating power increases, and with 730 kW heating 50% of the turbulent energy could be transferred into ZFs within a time scale of $\tau_{eddy}$. Note that the total energy transfer into ZFs could be greatly underestimated since $\tau_c (f < 1\, kHz)$ might be much larger than $T_v (1\, kHz < f < 5\, kHz)$ as we can expect from Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Compared to ZFs, the energy transfer into GAMs peaks at 380 kW and then decreases as the heating is increased. A value above 1 means that the energy associated with turbulent eddies is drained before they can complete one fluctuation cycle. Thus in weakly heated L-mode discharges, GAMs’ effects on turbulence saturation would appear to dominate those of low-frequency ZFs. Then as the heating power is increased towards the $L-H$ transition power threshold, ZFs begin to be the dominant shearing effect, and have a transfer rate that is of the same order-of-magnitude as the sheared $E \times B$ decorrelation rates and eddy decorrelation rates estimated above.

In conclusion, the energy transfer rates among turbulence, ZFs, and GAMs were unambiguously measured using two independent methods in plasmas from Ohmic to the strongly heated L-mode regimes. The results show that the turbulent kinetic energy is transferred from turbulence with intermediate frequencies (20–80 kHz) into both ZFs and GAMs, and into fluctuations with higher frequencies (> 80 kHz). The effective turbulence damping rate due to nonlinear energy transfer was inferred, and found to be $\gamma_{NL} \approx 0.31 \times \dot{\omega}_{eddy}$ and $\gamma_{NL} \approx 0.2 \omega_{shear}$, indicating that the energy transfer is large enough to affect the turbulence saturation level and turbulence dynamics. As the heating power increases, the energy transfer into GAMs first increases then decreases while the energy transfer into ZFs and ZFs themselves increase monotonically. This indicates a competition for turbulent energy transfer between ZFs and GAMs and suggests the leading role of ZFs in the $L-H$ transition. Similar measurements of energy transfer rate in the recently observed turbulence-ZF limit cycle regimes [9] could thus provide definitive understanding of the role that ZFs may play in the $L-H$ transition.
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